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big rocks and long props Volume I

50 thrilling minutes of water assisted landings, big
rocks, big tires, and great flying in a Super Cub and
Experimental Maule (A.K.A. Bushwacker) Alaska and
Northwest bush pilot Loni Habersetzer and Northwest
bush pilot Greg Miller take you into their incredible
playground of rock bars and water landings - on
tires!
P/N 13-04018..................... .

BIG ROCKS & LONG PROPS - VOLUME II

You will go from Greg’s training ground to the desert and
on to the mountains. The main movie is 40+ minutes long
and includes a commentary track. There is a section on field
repair and a section on the STOL competition for the bush
class in Valdez Alaska for 2006. In all, almost 90 minutes of
playing time. It has Greg Miller flying “Bushwacker” and also the 5 place
Sherpa, which is basically a Super Cub on steroids. It also features Doug
Keller and his amazing. Husky Cub.P/N 13-04384................................. .

BIG ROCKS AND LONG PROPS VOLUME III

See the culmination of 30 years of bush flying experience as
Paul flies his Turbine Otter and Super Cub in the rugged wilderness of the Wrangell-St. Elias National Park. Watch Greg
as he learns the ins and outs of ski-flying in one of the most
challenging places in Alaska, where the margin between life
and death can be extremely thin.P/N 13-05728..................... .

Big Rocks & Long Props Vol. 4

Join Greg Miller on his Alaskan Adventure. Greg flies his
experimental Maule a.k.a. Bushwacker to Alaska in the winter
of 2008. The setting for this adventure is the Wrangell-St.Elias
National Park. You’ll see Greg landing his ski-equipped airplane on snow, ice, rock, and water. Come along as he climbs
an ice fall, skins up mountain peaks, and skis down virgin snow-covered
mountains. Running Time: 121 minutes
P/N 13-06275..................... .

SALUTE TO APOLLO

On Saturday evening, July 30, 1994, a once-in-a-life-time event
took place at Theater in the Woods on the EAA Convention
grounds. EAA welcomed 15 former Apollo astronauts(at least
one member from each crew of the 11 historic missions, including all three members of Apollos 8 and 11). Join the audience
as they return to the Apollo program and share their experiences. 120 min.
P/N 13-23360..................... .
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MAY DAY FLY-IN & AIRSHOW 2006 & 2007 DVD

See the best short take-off and landing pilots in the
nation. Witness the record breaking 19’ take-off. The
action continues as you enjoy events such as the Poker
Run, Flour Bombing, an inside look at the Cub Crafters
designed Carbon Cub, a spectacular high flying aerobatics How-To demonstration featuring Marcus Paine of Unusual Attitudes,
& much more.
2006 DVD....................P/N 13-05743..................... .
2007 DVD....................P/N 13-05744..................... .

HOW TO BUY A USED AIRPLANE DVD

Bill Cox, noted aviation authority, journalist and SeniorEditor
of Plane & Pilot magazine, shows you in this step-by-step
DVD: •How to make the right decision in buying a used
airplane •What specifically to look for and what to avoid
•Gives you a checklist that dealers use in buying, selling
and evaluating used airplanes... P/N 13-03444 . .............. .

THINGS MY FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR
NEVER TOLD ME

Topics like fuel management, flight planning, reluctant passengers, dealing with weather, the FAA, buying and owning an aircraft, as well as moving up to bigger and faster
aircraft, are all discussed with humor and whit. He also discusses the people in aviation he has met that have had an
influence on his flying career.
P/N 13-03381 .................... .

THE 100 HOUR INSPECTION POWERPLANT

Step by step demonstration of a 100 hour inspection of the
powerplant section of a Lycoming 0-360 powered Piper
Arrow. Explains every segment of the inspection process
from an initial AD search to the final log entries. It details
each procedure along with the techniques, tool and material usage, and plenty of professional hints and tips. Covers
safety wiring techniques...........P/N 13-03883......................
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THE HELICOPTER EXPERIENCE
(DENNIS KENYON)

The winner of the 1992 World Freestyle Championships,
and the highest scoring pilot in the 2005 Championships in
Rouen, France. PRESENTS A unique combination of the
top helicopter aerobatic displays at RAFA Shoreham, North
Weald “Aerofair”, Bury St. Edmonds “Rotors and Motors”,
and many more…The DVD is in NTSC format, for the United States and
Canada. Not produced by Jeppesen.
P/N 13-04186.............................. .
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RICHARD TAYLOR ON INSTRUMENT FLYING

Here is the DVD that pilots have been waiting for. Richard
Taylor, Author of the best selling book “Instrument Flying”, now
offers “Plain Talk About IFR Efficiency”. Whether you’re new
to instrument flying or a seasoned professional, you’ll find this
video a helpful tool for making you a safer and more proficient
instrument Pilot.
P/N 13-03646..................... .

PROFICIENT FLYING 3 DVD BOX SET

Disc 1 examines takeoff techniques, spins, engine failure
after takeoff, control surface failures, weight & balance and
measuring airspeed. Disc 2 covers rejected take off & landings, slips, power off glides, pitot static pitfalls, how to fly a
taildragger and accident investigations utilization through
computer generation. Disc 3 features aircraft ditching, how to swing
one’s compass, engine operating hints, unusual approaches, how to fly
a seaplane, & how it all works.
P/N 13-03647..................... .

HAVE PLANE WILL TRAVEL

Join publisher Steve Kahn, FAA Accident Prevention
Counselor Preston Westmoreland, aviation Lecturer Ross
Russo, and IFR magazine editor Paul Pertorelli in this high flying video travelogue as they fly direct to some of the fascinating locations...Nova Scotia, Idaho, Cayman Islands, Mexico,
Tall Timber, and Catalina. This is a tape for pilots & their families. 73:00
mins of pure flying pleasure.
P/N 13-03642 .................... .

IN THEIR OWN WORDS - DVD

...this is a story of passage. And it is the story of a place.. a
place where a departing generation entrusts its cultural legacy
to those who will carry on. A place where they tell - in some
cases for the last time - what it was really like. The stories are
as countless, yet as distinctive, as snowflakes. For just a little
while longer we can hear them directly from the mouths of thsoe who
wrote them. We can hear many of them here.. in a forum called "Warbirds in Review." "I smiled, I teared up, I laughed, I recalled history and
friends and people lost whom I never met.. The writing is beautiful... on
point, thoughtful, simple, clear, moving". P/N 13-06244....................... .

WARBIRD TRAINERS

Here is a fitting tribute to our dear friend Jeff Ethell. “The
Warbird Trainers”, features 3 of the training aircraft that
helped train a nation of pilots to ult mately win the war. In this
exciting program, Jeff flies the PT-22 affectionately known
as the “Maytag Messcherschmitt” because of it’s takety tak
engine sound, the Vultee BT-13 nicknamed the “Vibrator”,
and the venerable At-6. Also featured on this tape is a tribute from Jeff’s
family and some of his many friends. DVD...... P/N 13-04285.............. .
VHS...... P/N 13-04286.............. .

CHASING LEWIS & CLARK
ACROSS AMERICA - DVD

Climb into the cockpit to get a different, low-altitude
perspective on America. Set to stirring music, selected photographs from the Chasing Lewis & Clark
Across America book provide a view of our country
that will nourish one’s patriotic soul. From the virgin
wilderness that Lewis and Clark discovered, to cities
with the creations of man, this collection of photographs is like a tightly
woven tapestry of America. The other half of the DVD provides a behind
the scenes look at the trip including plane construction. DVD total 45
min., Wide screen, Stereo. Book (P/N 13-04562) and Book/DVD Combo
(P/N 13-04564) available.
DVD................................P/N 13-04563......................... .
Book...............................P/N 13-04562......................... .
Book/DVD Combo..........P/N 13-04564......................... .

CUBDRIVER 749ER ALASKA DVD

Join Cubdriver749er and friends as we travel across the
Alaskan frontier showcasing the off-runway capabilities of the
Piper Supercub. Whether an expert aviator or novice pilot,
Cubdriver: Alaska™ will certainly entertain with over 2 1/2
hours of Supercub action!
P/N 13-05736..................... .

ALASKA HIGHWAY FLIGHT- AN ADVENTURE DVD/BOOKLET

Preparing for a flight to Alaska following the Alaska Highway
can be daunting for pilots not familiar with Canada flight rules,
flying mountainous terrain, remote / wilderness areas and not
being sure what they will encounter along their route. With
proper planning, the only surprises that a pilot and companions will encounter will be the magnificent scenery. P/N 13-06002........................ .

WONDERFUL WORLD OF FLYING

Due to overwhelming request, the Wonderful World of Flying
is now available on DVD. The Wonderful World of Flying is
the only general aviation video magazine, featuring stories on
safety, travel, warbirds, and fun places to fly.
P/N 13-03649 .........

